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Abstract We study the performance of the IEEE 802.11
MAC protocol under a range of jammers that covers both
channel-oblivious and channel-aware jamming. We consider
two channel-oblivious jammers: aperiodicjammer that jams
deterministically at a specified rate, and amemorylessjam-
mer whose interfering signals arrive according to a Pois-
son process. We also develop new models for channel-aware
jamming, including areactivejammer that only jams non-
colliding transmissions and anomniscientjammer that opti-
mally adjusts its strategy according to current states of the
participating nodes.

Our study comprises of a theoretical analysis of the sat-
uration throughput of 802.11 under jamming, an extensive
simulation study, and a testbed to conduct real world ex-
perimentation of jamming IEEE 802.11 using a software
defined radio (GNU Radio combined with USRP boards).
In our theoretical analysis, we use a discrete-time Markov
chain analysis to derive formula for the saturation through-
put of 802.11 under memoryless, reactive and omniscient
jamming. One of our key results is a characterization of op-
timal omniscient jamming that establishes a lower bound
on the saturation throughput of 802.11 under arbitrary jam-
mer attacks. We validate the theoretical analysis by means
of Qualnet simulations. Finally, we measure the real-world
performance of periodic, memoryless and reactive jammers
using our GNURadio/USRP aided experimentation testbed.
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1 Introduction

1 The IEEE802.11 CSMA/CA MAC protocol is widely used
and operates over many physical layers such as DSSS/FHSS/IR,
CCKFHSS (IEEE802.11b),OFDM (IEEE802.11a),and MIMO
(IEEE802.11n) [11]. It is reasonably efficient for control-
ling medium access and delivers a throughput significantly
higher than other non-explicit reservation MAC protocols
such as Aloha, and variants of CSMA [5]. However, effi-
ciency is achieved through a relatively sophisticated control
mechanism, and by making assumptions on the behavior of
competing nodes and the characteristics of the channel. Such
control mechanisms are usually the target of choice for ma-
licious attackers.

A natural objective of adversaries is to drastically re-
duce the throughput of the communicating nodes while us-
ing as little energy as possible. This can be achieved by care-
fully jamming critical packets or bits at the right moment,
frequency, and location. Such a strategy enables an adver-
sary to devise sophisticated attacks including the partition-
ing of a network, redirecting traffic through areas under the
control of the adversary, or achieving man-in-the-middle at-
tacks. Conserving energy increases the lifetime of jammer
nodes (also called cybermines), which then remain a threat
for a longer period of time. Building such smart jammers
is within the reach of the public at large, due to the avail-
ability of low-cost fully controllable Software Defined Ra-
dio platforms such as USRP/GNU-Radio [7, 8] and many
other partially controllable sensor network platforms oper-
ating over the 2.4GHz ISM band [29]. Since IEEE-802.11
MAC is widely used and common to many physical layers,
it is important to understand its limits in terms of resiliency
to smart jammers.

1 This work was partially supported by NSF grants 0448330 (CA-
REER), 0635119, 0915985, and by DARPA under contract HR0011-
06-1-0002.
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1.1 Our Contributions

In this paper, we study the performance of IEEE802.11 MAC
in the presence of various types of jammers through a sys-
tematic theoretical analysis, extensive simulations, anda pro-
totype implementation.

• Building on the discrete Markov model of [5], we analyze
the saturation throughput of 802.11 (basic mode) under
both channel-oblivious and channel-aware jammer mod-
els. Our theoretical analysis framework is general and can
be used to analyze the resilience of other MAC protocols
to jamming.

• We introduce the notion of a channel-aware omniscient
jammer and derive key properties of an optimal omni-
scient jammer. In addition to identifying damaging jam-
ming techniques, our analysis of an optimal jammer pro-
vides a lower bound on the throughput achievable by 802.11
under arbitrary adversarial jamming.

• We validate our theoretical analysis through an extensive
simulation study using Qualnet. We also develop a GNU-
Radio/USRP aided jammer testbed for implementing mem-
oryless,periodic and reactive jammers and compare the
prototype results with theory and simulations.

• Our results indicate that while a periodic channel-oblivious
jammer is fairly damaging for large packet sizes and large
saturated networks, it is significantly less effective than
channel-aware jamming, allowing orders of magnitude more
throughput for small jamming rates. Furthermore, an op-
timal omniscient jammer is even 20-30% more effective
than other natural channel-aware jammers, and is espe-
cially efficient against networks with a small number of
active sessions.

1.2 Related Work

Wireless networks are highly sensitive to denial of service
attacks. The wireless communication medium is a broadcast
channel, exposing the physical layer of wireless communi-
cation to jamming originating at arbitrary locations [23,24].
There has also been considerable research on attacks on the
control mechanisms at higher layers as well as cross-layer
attacks (e.g., [10,30]). The focus of this paper is on the MAC
layer, which is sensitive to attacks targeting the control chan-
nels and mechanisms owing to the limited sensing capabil-
ities in the wireless medium [2, 15, 20]. The work [20] ana-
lyzes the throughput of CSMA/CA under adversarial jam-
ming, assuming the Poisson arrival of packets. The work
of [29] classifies jammer attack models and presents jam-
ming detection techniques.

The IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol is widely used and has
been extensively analyzed with respect to various perfor-
mance issues, including throughput, power control, fairness,

as well as hidden terminal jamming problems [5, 18, 26].
With the increased ease of building low-cost jammers and
increased interest in studying DoS attacks, researchers have
started studying the effect of adversarial jamming on 802.11 [2,
17,25]. A recent series of studies analyses the energy-efficiency
of several jamming techniques against 802.11 [1, 25]; they
demonstrate through extensive simulations that intelligent
jamming by concentrating jamming signals on control pack-
ets (e.g., CTS or ACK) is significantly more energy-efficient
than jammers that are oblivious to the channel. In our work,
we have analyzed a wider range of jammers through theoret-
ical analysis, simulations, as well as a GNU radio prototype
testbed. Another difference between [1, 25] and our work is
that while their performance measure of interest is the jam-
mer energy needed to completely shut down the channel,
our study considers the entire throughput range and analyzes
how 802.11 throughput varies as a function of jammer rate
(and, hence, energy). Another related work studies the im-
pact of periodic jammers on an 802.11 LAN supporting si-
multaneous Voice over IP (VoIP) connections through sim-
ulations [26], while [19] and [16] propose channel hopping
and protocol hopping techniques to increase the robustness
of 802.11.

Our theoretical contributions build on the framework of [5]
for analyzing the saturation throughput of 802.11. There have
been several subsequent studies that refine the model of [5]
or consider different traffic models, channel conditions, or
performance measures (e.g., [6,28]). To the best of our knowl-
edge, our work is the first theoretical analysis of the IEEE
802.11 MAC under adversarial jamming. There has also been
considerable interest recently on jamming attacks against
sensor networks; [27] gives a taxonomy of attacks, [13] for-
mulates the jammer-network interaction as an optimization
problem, while [12] studies the resiliency of several sensor
MAC protocols.

2 Models of Communication and Jamming

Medium Access Control Model: IEEE802.11.Our focus
is on the IEEE802.11 Distributed Coordination Function (DCF)
[11]. DCF is a distributed MAC protocol based on CSMA/CA
(Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance)
for networks with or without infrastructure. It has two modes:
a basic mode which has a DATA/ACK exchange and an ex-
tension with RTS (Request To Send)/CTS (Clear To Send)
handshake prior to DATA/ACK. The RTS/CTS exchange
was designed to reserve the channel in advance and mini-
mize the impact of collisions but obviously does not help
against jamming [1, 25]. In this paper, we only consider the
basic mode.

IEEE802.11 defines four types of IFSs (Inter Frame Space):
SIFS, DIFS, PIFS, and EIFS [11]. SIFS (Short Interframe
Space) is the shortest IFS and is used between RTS, CTS,
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(a) Network Setup (b) Timeline Graph

Fig. 1 Block Diagram: A is the sender, B is the receiver, C is the channel-aware jammer (C1 andC2 are its sensing and jamming counterparts).

DATA and ACK frames. The PIFS (PCF Interframe Space)
is used under PCF (Point Coordination Function) but not in
the DCF mode. DCF requires the wireless nodes to defer
the transmission until the medium has been idle without in-
terruption for a period of DIFS (DCF Interframe Space) or
EIFS (Extended Interframe Space). If the last frame recep-
tion is successful, DIFS is applied. If the last frame reception
does not result in a correct frame check sequence, EIFS must
be applied. In our previous work, we have devised an effi-
cient attack against IEEE802.11 using periodic pulses with
a period of EIFS. We have also shown how one can pro-
tect against this type of attack [16]. In this paper, we con-
sider DCF without the EIFS functionality. IEEE802.11 uses
an exponential backoff scheme for contention avoidance,
whose details we defer to Section 3.1, where we present the
Markov chain model for our analysis.
Jammer Models for MAC-Layers. We classify jammers
of the MAC layer into four abstract categories according to
their capability of sensing and reacting to the medium state
(Channel-Oblivious vs. Aware), and maintaining a state that
dictates their future actions (Memoryless vs. Stateful):

• Channel-Oblivious & memorylessjammers make jam-
ming decisions without sensing the channel, and indepen-
dently from their past actions. There are only two types of
channel-oblivious & memoryless jammers: (a) in contin-
uous time, jamming pulses arrive according to a Poisson
distribution; (b) in discrete time, the jammer has a fixed
probability of transmitting a pulse every timeslot.

• Channel-Oblivious & stateful jammers do not have ac-
cess to the channel state; however, their actions may be
dependent on their past behavior. The simplest example is
a periodic jammer. A more sophisticated jammer of this
type may send a burst of pulses and then stop for a long
period of time before repeating. Such a jammer could at-
tempt to drive the nodes into a long backoff period where
they do not attempt to send packets even though no jam-
ming is occurring.

• Channel-Aware & memorylessjammers have basically
one jamming rate for each possible state of the channel
(e.g., busy, idle). In a continuous-time model, the pulses

are generated according to a Poisson process with differ-
ent rates for the two states.

• Channel-Aware & stateful jammers are the most sophis-
ticated jammers. One such jammer is areactive jammer,
which senses the medium and transmits a jamming pulse
with a specified probability whenever it detects a non-
colliding transmission. The strongest channel-aware and
stateful jammer is anomniscient jammer, which senses
the medium and can identify the number of retransmis-
sions that a packet went through. Whenever such a jam-
mer detects a non-colliding transmission, it transmits a
jamming pulse with a probability that may depend on the
the backoff stage of the transmitter.

Our paper focuses on four classes of jammers: channel-
oblivious & memoryless jammers in continuous time (hence-
forth abbreviated asmemorylessjammers), periodic jam-
mers which are a special case of channel-oblivious & state-
ful jammers, and two channel-aware & stateful jammers: re-
active jammers and omniscient jammers.

Figure 1 depicts the network and the adversary model of
our system. The adversary depicts the channel-aware jam-
mer. For Channel-Oblivious jammers, the sensing counter-
part (C1)would be inactive.

3 Theoretical Analysis

Consider a wireless network withn pairs of 802.11 nodes
and a jammer that jams the channel at a specified rate. Through-
out this section, we make the following assumptions for our
analysis: (i)ideal channel conditions, that is, any transmis-
sion can be heard by every node in the network; thus, there
are no hidden terminals or exposed terminals [5]; (ii)satu-
ration conditions, that is, every node always has packets to
send; and (iii)ideal jamming conditions, that is, a jamming
signal destroys an 802.11 packet once their transmissions
overlap.

Under the above assumptions, we derive the throughput
of an 802.11 LAN under three probabilistic jamming mod-
els: memoryless, reactive, and omniscient. We derive formu-
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lae for the throughput under the three models, and establish
key properties of an optimal omniscient jammer. Our char-
acterization of an optimal jammer is, perhaps, the most sig-
nificant theoretical contribution of this paper. These analyses
are developed in Sections 3.2 through 3.4. First, we present
an analysis framework that is common to all these jammers.

M,0 M,1 M,2 M, WM-1
1 1 1

PM-1/WM

0,0 0,1 0,2 0, W0-1
1 1 1

1/W0

1,0 1,1 1,2 0, W1-1
1 1 1

P0/W1

M-1,0 M-1,1 M-1,2 M-1, WM-1-1
1 1 1

PM-2/WM-1

1-P1

1-PM-1

1

1-P0

Fig. 2 Markov Chain model under probabilistic jamming

3.1 An Analysis Framework

Following [5], we model the exponential backoff mecha-
nism of 802.11 MAC protocol using a bidirectional discrete-
time Markov Chain. Unlike [5], we adopt the protocol stan-
dard of a finite retransmission limit (this refinement of [5]’s
model has been studied in [28]).

LetW0 = CWmin denote the minimum contention win-
dow (CW),Wi be the CW of theith backoff stage andM
be the maximum retransmission limit. CW doubles when
a transmission fails, i.e.Wi = 2iW0, until it reaches the
maximum contention windowCWmax. If the number of re-
transmissions exceedsM , the sender discards the current
packet in the queue and resets CW toW0. Note that ifM >

log2
CWmax

CWmin
, the last several backoff stages stay constant at

CWmax. For simplicity, we will assume for our analysis that
M = log2

CWmax

CWmin
.

Figure 2 depicts the state transition of one 802.11 node
in a discrete-time Markov chain. The communication is di-
vided intotimeslots. At the beginning of each timeslot, the
backoff counter decreases by one, as shown in the figure, and
the node transits from state(i, j) to state(i, j−1). When the
backoff counter reaches zero, the node initiates a transmis-
sion. If the transmission succeeds, the node resets its back-
off stage and enters(0, j), wherej is chosen uniformly at
random from[0,W0 − 1]. Otherwise, the node doubles its
CW and enters state(i + 1, j), wherej is chosen uniformly
at random from(0,Wi+1 − 1). We note that the amount of

time that a node spends in a state (the length of a timeslot), is
variable, depending on whether the channel is busy (owing
to an ongoing transmission, or even a jamming signal) or the
channel is idle (in which case it equals the 802.11 physical
slot parameterσ).

There are two reasons for the failure of a packet trans-
mission by a node (which happens in a state of the form
(i, 0)): the packet collides with a packet transmission initi-
ated by another node, or the packet (or the associated ACK)
is jammed by the jammer. We follow one fundamental as-
sumption in Bianchi’s model that in steady state, the proba-
bility that a packet transmission collides with a packet trans-
mitted by another 802.11 node is independent of the current
state of the transmitting node [5]. This assumption is justi-
fied, especially for a sufficiently large number of nodes and
sufficiently large contention window size. LetPc denote this
collision probability.

Each of the three jammers we analyze in this section are
probabilistic jammers, and can be captured by the probabil-
ity with which they jam the channel at a given time. For
the memoryless jammer, this probability is constant, inde-
pendent of the state of the nodes. A reactive jammer, on the
other hand, jams only when a transmission is ongoing and
there are no collisions, but the jamming probability is inde-
pendent of the backoff stage. Finally, the jamming proba-
bility of an omniscient jammer may depend on the backoff
stage of the transmitting node. We define thejamming prob-
ability qi of a jammer to be the probability of jamming an
ongoing transmission in state(i, 0) conditioned on the event
that there is no collision with another 802.11 transmission.
We now obtain thatPi, the probability that a transmission in
backoff stagei fails, is given byPi = Pc + (1 − Pc)qi.

We are now ready to derive the state occupancy probabil-
ities, which follow using standard Markov chain techniques.
Let bi,j denote the probability for a node to be in the backoff
stagei with backoff counter equalsj in a steady state. We
formulate the state transitions by following set of equations.

bi,j =















bi,j+1 + Pibi−1,0/Wi i > 0, j < Wi − 1

Pibi−1,0/Wi i > 0, j = Wi − 1 6= 0

b0,j+1 + bM,0/W0 i = 0, j < W0 − 1

bM,0/W0 i = 0, j = W0 − 1

Given values for the failure probabilitiesPi, the above
equations, together with the normalization condition thatthe
bi,j ’s sum to one, can be solved to obtain thebi,j values.
Since each node transmits only when its backoff counter
reaches zero, the steady state transmission probabilityτ is
given by

∑M

i=0 bi,0. Given τ , Pi, and the protocol-related
parameters packet lengthL, header sizeH , acknowledg-
ment lengthACK, we compute the throughput by determin-
ing the channel time-wise utilization for successful payload
transmissions. The normalized throughputΓ is expressed by
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(1) [5].

Γ =
E[Payload transmitted in a timeslot]

E[length of a timeslot]
(1)

The numerator of the above equation equalsPsL, wherePs

is the probability that there is a successful transmission in a
given timeslot (this depends onτ and thePi’s, and the par-
ticular jammer model), andL is the duration of the payload
of a packet. The denominator of Equation 1 is given by

E[length of a timeslot] = PtrTtr + (1− Ptr)Tid,

wherePtr = 1 − (1 − τ)n is the probability that at least
one node transmits in a given timeslot,Ttr is the time taken
by a timeslot during which a transmission occurs, andTid is
the time taken by an idle timeslot (when no 802.11 node
transmits). Specifyingτ , Ps, Ttr and Tid then yields the
throughput using (1). Finally, we define the rate of a jam-
mer to be simply the fraction of time it jams the channel;
it lies in [0, 1]. For example, a periodic jammer that emits
pulses of width 1µs every ms has a rate of1/1000, and a
continuous jammer has rate1.

3.2 Memoryless Jammers

A memoryless jammer generates jamming signals such that
the idle time between successive signals is drawn from an
exponential distribution specified by the jamming pulse rate
R, which is defined as the number of jamming pulses that
the jammer generates per second. The probability that a jam-
ming signal is generated during a time intervalt0 is (1 −

e−Rt0); this is, indeed, the jamming probabilityqi for all i.
Sinceqi is independent ofi, the failure probabilityPi is also
independent ofi; let p denote this common failure probabil-
ity. We obtain that

p = Pc + (1− Pc)(1 − e−R(DATA+ACK)),

where DATA and ACK refer to the duration of a data and
ACK packet, respectively. The DATA term includes both
payload lengthL as well as any headers.

Following our framework of Section 3.1, we now derive
the throughput by specifyingτ , Ps, Ttr, andTid. Plugging
in the failure probability into thebij equations, we get:

b0,0 =
2(1− 2p)(1− p)

(1 − p)(1− (2p)M+1)W + (1− 2p)(1− pM+1)

(2)

The steady state transmission probabilityτ is given by

τ =
2(1− 2p)(1− pM+1)

(1 − p)(1− (2p)M+1)W + (1− 2p)(1− pM+1)
(3)

Solving (2), (3), and the equationPc = 1− (1− τ)n−1 over
the three unknownsτ , p, andPc yieldsτ .

We now determinePs, Ttr, andTid.

Ps = nτ(1− τ)n−1e−R(DATA+ACK)

Ttr = DIFS+ SIFS+ DATA + ACK

Tid = (1− e−Rσ)σ + (1− e−Rσ)(EDIFS+ σ + w),

where EDIFS is the expected time before a DIFS period oc-
curs without a jamming pulse. This can be calculated us-
ing standard formulae for the exponential model. The above
equations in conjunction with the equations of Section 3.1
give us the throughput of the system. The rate of a memory-
less jammer with pulse rateR and pulse widthw seconds is
simplywR. We note that the above analysis assumes that the
pulse width of the jammer exceeds the Clear Channel Ass-
esment (CCA) length, hence the nontrivial calculation for
Tid. If the pulse width is smaller than CCA, then the above
equations can be simplified.

3.3 Reactive Jammers

We specify a reactive jammer by its jamming probabilityq,
which is the probability that the jammer jams an ongoing
packet transmission that has not undergone a collision.

Since the jamming probability is independent of the back-
off stage, the failure probability is also constant for all back-
off stages. Let this probability bep. We obtain:

p = Pc + (1− Pc)q (4)

The steady state transmission probabilityτ is given by the
same equation (3). Solving (4), (3), andPc = 1−(1−τ)n−1

yieldsτ . The probability of success of a given transmission,
Ps, is given byPs = nτ(1 − τ)n−1(1 − q), while Ttr and
Tid are DIFS+ SIFS+ DATA + ACK andσ, respectively.

The above equations in conjunction with Equations of
Section 3.1 give us the throughput of the system. The rate of
a reactive jammer with jamming probabilityq is given by

R =
qnτ(1 − τ)n−1w

E[length of a timeslot]
,

wherew is the length of a jamming pulse.

3.4 Omniscient Jammers

In this section, we analyze an omniscient jammer that is
aware of the current state of each 802.11 node and adopts
a jamming strategy that minimizes system throughput sub-
ject to constraints on the jamming rate. While a completely
omniscient jammer may not be realizable in practice, ef-
fective approximations can be implemented (see Sec 6 for
brief discussion). An accurate analysis of omniscient jam-
mers would provide a useful lower bound on the system
throughput of 802.11 against all jammers and a measure
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for MAC resiliency. Here, we provide a partial analysis of
an omniscient jammer, proving interesting properties of an
optimal omniscient jammer and characterize certain special
cases.

We first make several observations about an optimal om-
niscient jammer: (a) An optimal omniscient jammer only
jams the channel when a transmission of an ACK occurs.
(b) An optimal omniscient jammer jams an ongoing trans-
mission only if it incurs no collision. (c) When a trans-
mission is ongoing, the probability with which an optimal
omniscient jammer jams the transmission is independent of
the particular nodes involved in the transmission. We omit a
formal proof of the above three claims owing to space con-
straints.

3.4.1 Throughput calculation

We model an omniscient jammer by ajamming vectorq =

(q0, q1, q2, . . . , qM ), whereqi is the probability that the jam-
mer jams an ongoing transmission of a node in theith back-
off stage, conditioned on the fact that there is no collision.
Given the jamming vectorq, the throughput of the system
and the rate of the jammer can be calculated using the frame-
work of Section 3.1.

The failure probabilityPi is given byPc + (1 − Pc)qi
and the productPs is given by

Pi = n

M
∑

i=0

bi,0(1− Pc)(1 − qi) (5)

The timesTtr andTid are DIFS+ SIFS+ DATA + ACK
andσ, respectively. Since the expected length of a times-
lot equals(1 − (1 − τ)n)Ttr + (1 − τ)nσ, the normalized
throughput of the system equals

Γ =
nL

∑M

i=0 bi,0(1− Pc)(1 − qi)

(1− (1 − τ)n)Ttr + (1− τ)nσ

The rate of an omniscient jammer with jamming vectorq is

R =
nw

∑M

i=0 bi,0(1− Pc)qi
(1 − (1− τ)n)Ttr + (1− τ)nσ

,

wherew is the length of a jamming pulse. The above two
equations can be combined to yield

Γ =
nL(1− Pc)τ

(1− (1 − τ)n)Ttr + (1− τ)nσ
−

LR

w
(6)

In the remainder of this section, we analyzeoptimalrate-
constrained omniscient jammers. For convenience, we rep-
resent all times as a multiple ofσ, and replaceTtr by T and
σ by 1.

3.4.2 Properties of an optimal omniscient jammer

Let R denote the rate at which an optimal jammer is jam-
ming the channel. The optimal jammer, constrained by jam-
ming rateR, aims to minimize the total throughput, and is
specified by the solution to the following optimization prob-
lem

minimize Ln(1−Pc)τ
(1−(1−τ)n)Ttr+(1−τ)nσ − LR

w
(7)

subject to
∑M

i=0
nwbi,0(1−Pc)qi

(1−(1−τ)n)Ttr+(1−τ)nσ = R (8)

The above optimization problem is a complex non-linear
program and does not appear to admit a closed-form solu-
tion. Our analysis here is largely guided by numerical cal-
culations and simulations that we have performed (discussed
in detail in Section 4).

For the purposes of analysis, we focus our attention on
the effect of the jammer on a single nodeN . Towards this
end, we separate out the transmission probability ofN asτ0,
letting τ be the common transmission probability of other
nodes.

Lemma 1 For a fixed jammer rateR and collision proba-
bility Pc, the throughputΓ is a monotonic function ofτ0;
i.e., the sign of the partial derivative∂Γ/∂τ0 is independent
of τ0.

Proof Expressed as a function ofτ0, the throughputΓ of the
system is given by

L(1− Pc)(τ0 + (n− 1)τ

(1− (1− τ)n−1(1− τ0))Ttr + (1 − τ)n−1(1− τ0)σ
−
LR

w

whereτ is the transmission probability of any node andR is
the jammer rate. SinceΓ is of the form(Aτ0 +B)/(Cτ0 +

D) + E for some termsA, B, C, D, andE, independent of
τ0, we obtain that∂Γ/∂τ0 equals(AD−BC)/(Cτ0+D)2,
whose sign is independent ofτ0, completing our proof.

We next present the main theorem of this section, which
provides a key characterization of an optimal jamming vec-
tor, for a given jamming rate and fixed collision probability.
We conjecture that the claim of the theorem holds even when
the collision probability is allowed to vary according to our
original model (and Bianchi’s). All of our numerical calcu-
lations and simulations support this conjecture; however,we
are unable to prove it at this time.

Theorem 1 For any achievable rateR, assuming a fixed
collision probabilityPc, there exists an optimal omniscient
jammer with rateR which satisfies the following condition:
there exists at most onei, 0 ≤ i ≤ M , such thatqi lies in
the open interval(0, 1).
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Proof Consider an optimal jammer’s actions against node
N , while keeping the jammer’s actions against other nodes
fixed. Suppose the jammer is defined by a vectorq in which
qi andqj are both in(0, 1). We will analyze the impact of the
jammer changing the jamming probabilitiesqi andqj for N
while maintaining all other jamming probabilities the same
as inq; i.e., the jamming probabilities remain the same for
all levels against other nodes, and for all levels6= i, j against
nodeN . We will prove thatqi andqj can be changed con-
tinuously (for nodeN ) without increasing the throughput of
the system and without changing the total jamming rateR,
eventually ending up with two new values, one of which is
either0 or 1. Repeating this argument for all other fractional
pairs, and for all nodes, will imply that the optimal strategy
can be achieved with values where at most one of theqi is
in (0, 1).

Suppose thatqi andqj are fractional, withi < j, and
define for convenience

x = pi = Pc + (1− Pc)qi, y = pj = Pc + (1 − Pc)qj (9)

The pair(x, y) lies in the square[Pc, 1]× [Pc, 1], since0 ≤

qi, qj ≤ 1. We will write τ0(x, y) for the transmission prob-
ability ofN , ignoring the dependence ofτ0 on the other jam-
ming ratesqk which are held constant throughout. In order
to keep the total jamming rateR constant we cannot varyx
andy independently. The constraint thatR is fixed implies
a relation betweenx andy, which we will determine shortly
(20). The relation (20) can be solved to givey as a function
of x in the interval[Pc, 1], and so the constrained transmis-
sion probability isτ(x, y(x)).

By Lemma 1, the throughput is a monotonic function of
τ0. We note that the transmission probabilities of all other
nodes remain fixed. So the relevant question is to determine
how τ0 varies as a function of the jamming probabilities at
each level. We will compute the derivative

d

dx
τ0(x, y(x)) (10)

and show that either it is identically zero, or else is never
zero.

In the first case where (10) is zero, it follows thatτ0
is constant along the curve(x, y(x)). The graph(x, y(x))
intersects the boundary of[Pc, 1] × [Pc, 1] at two points.
At these points one or both ofqi, qj is 0 or 1. Therefore
by choosing these values in place of the original ones we
can reduce the number of fractional values among the jam-
ming probabilities without changingR or τ0, and henceΓ ,
as claimed.

In the second case where (10) is never zero, it follows
thatτ0 is strictly monotone along the curve(x, y(x)). Since
the sign of∂Γ/∂τ0 is independent ofτ0, Γ is smaller at
one of the points where this curve intersects the boundary
of the square. By choosing the values ofqi, qj at this point

we again reduce the number of fractional values without in-
creasingΓ orR.

It remains to derive the relation (20) and compute the
derivative (10). To simplify notation define

γ0 = 1, γk =

k−1
∏

l=0

Pl k = 1, . . . ,M (11)

wherePl is the probability of a failed transmission at level
l. We then havebk,0 = b0,0γk for i = k, . . . ,M , and from
the normalization condition we deduce

b−1
0,0 =

M
∑

k=0

γkWk (12)

whereWk = (2kW + 1)/2. Note thatγk does not depend
onx or y for k ≤ i, so the right side of (12) can be written

b−1
0,0 = A+

M
∑

k=i+1

γkWk (13)

whereA is a constant. Nowγk is a linear function ofx = pi
for all k ≥ i + 1, so we can write (13) as

b−1
0,0 = A+ xB +

M
∑

k=j+1

γkWk (14)

with another constantB. Finally γk is also a linear function
of y = pj for all k ≥ j+1, so we end up with the expression

b−1
0,0 = A+ xB + xyC (15)

with a third constantC. We now considerτ0:

τ0 =
M
∑

k=0

bk,0 = b0,0

M
∑

k=0

γk (16)

By applying the same reasoning we get the expression

τ0 = b0,0(H + xJ + xyK) (17)

Separating out the jamming component against nodeN from
that against other nodes, we can write the jamming rateR as

(1− Pc)w
∑M

k=0 bk,0qk +D

(1− (1− τ)n−1(1− τ0))Ttr + (1 − τ)n−1(1− τ0)σ
,(18)

whereD is a constant (since the jamming probabilities against
nodes other thanN remain the same). Since(1 − Pc)qk =

pk − Pc, we can apply similar reasoning on the right side of
(18) to end up with the expression forR

b0,0 (E + xF + xyG)

(1− (1− τ)n−1(1− τ0))Ttr + (1 − τ)n−1(1− τ0)σ
(19)

whereE,F,G are again constants. The denominator of (19)
is of the formατ0 + β for constantsα andβ. Combining
(15), (17), and (19) yields the desired relation betweenx

andy:

axy = bx+ c (20)
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wherea, b, c are constants. Assuming thata 6= 0 the solution
y(x) of (20) is defined for allx in [Pc, 1], as claimed (we will
consider the case wherea = 0 at the end). Combining (17)
with (15) and using (20) to remove the terms withxy we get

τ0 =
c1 + c2x

c3 + c4x
(21)

for some constantsci. The derivative with respect tox is

d

dx
τ0 =

c2c3 − c1c4
(c3 + c4x)2

(22)

Therefore the derivative is either identically zero (ifc2c3 =

c1c4) or else is never zero, as claimed.
Finally if a = 0 in (20) theny can be freely varied in

(17) without changingR, and its derivative with respect toy
is either identically zero or never zero. Therefore the value
of τ0 is minimized at eitherqj = 0 or qj = 1.

Intuitively, this suggests that an optimal jammer assigns
a certain priority order to the backoff stages of the nodeN ,
completely jamming transmissions made at a certain back-
off stage before jamming transmissions made at a different
stage. Our experiments indicate that this is indeed the case. It
turns out, however, that this priority order among the backoff
stages may depend in subtle ways on the number of nodes
n, L (and, thus,Ttr), andPc. We have been able to estab-
lish tight characterizations for two important subcases, when
n = 1, and when the packet sizes are small.

Theorem 2 For n = 1, an optimal jamming vector is(q, 1, 1,
. . . , 1, 0) or of the form(1, 1, . . . , 1, q).

Proof Whenn = 1, Pc = 0. So, for any positive jamming
rateR, q0 > 0. Furthermore, ifqi is zero for somei, we can
assume without loss of generality thatqj , for j > i, are all
zero since the node will never reach backoff stagei + 1 or
higher.

We first show thatqM ≤ qi, for all i < M . The proof
is by contradiction. Suppose there exists an optimal jammer
for which there is ani such thatqi < qM . We can keep the
jammer rate fixed by increasingqi and decreasingqM ap-
propriately. It is easy to see thatτ is unaffected by a change
to qM ; on the other hand, it decreases whenqi increases. By
(6), whenn = 1, Γ is a monotonically increasing function
of τ , so we obtain that for an optimal jammer,qi ≥ qM for
all i < M .

We next show that ifq0 = q ∈ (0, 1), then qi = 1
for 0 < i < M . If the claim is not true, then there exists
an i ∈ [1,M − 1] such thatqi 6= 1. Let k be the smallest
suchi. By Theorem 1, this implies thatqi = 0. We now
consider an alternative jamming vector that is identical to
q except that the jamming probability isq∗ (to be specified
shortly) at level0 and1 at leveli. We setq∗ such that the
expected time to return to backoff stage0 is the same under

both vectors.That is,

q(
k

∑

i=0

(Wi + 1)/2 + k(T − 1))+

(1 − q)((W0 + 1)/2 + T − 1) =

q∗(

k+1
∑

i=0

(Wi + 1)/2 + (k + 1)(T − 1))+

(1− q)((W0 + 1)/2 + T − 1)

This yields

q∗

q
=

∑k

i=1(Wi + 1)/2 + k(T − 1)
∑k+1

i=1 (Wi + 1)/2 + (k + 1)(T − 1)
(23)

(Here we useT to denoteTtr/σ.) In each case, every packet
is eventually successfully transmitted, so the throughputis
identical under both jamming vectors. On the other hand,
the ratio of the rate ofq∗ and that ofq is (k + 1)q∗/(kq),
which by (23) and the fact thatWi = 2iW0, is at most one,
completing the proof of this case.

The remaining case is whenq0 = 1. In this case, we
prove that if there existsi < M such thatqi−1 = 1 and
qi = q ∈ (0, 1), we can setqi to to 1 andqi−1 to a suitably
chosenq∗ without increasing either the throughput or the
jammer rate. The argument is similar to the above. Again,
we chooseq∗ such that the expected time to return to backoff
stage0 is identical for both jamming vectors. In particular,

q∗ =
(Wi + 1)/2 + q(Wi+1/2 + 1/2)

Wi/2 +Wi+1/2 + 1
.

The difference between the jamming rate of the new vector
and that of the old one is proportional to

2q∗ − q − 1 = (Wi+1 −Wi)(q − 1)/2 ≤ 0,

establishing the desired claim and completing the proof.

Second, we have studied the case where the packet size is
very small, so we can assume thatTtr is close to the slot
lengthσ.

Theorem 3 If Ttr = σ andPc ≤ 0.5, the jamming vec-
tor of an optimal omniscient jammer satisfies the following
conditions:qi ≤ qi+1, for 0 ≤ i < M − 1, andqM ≤ q0.

Proof As in the proof of Theorem 1, we will focus our at-
tention on an optimal jammer’s actions against an individual
nodeN , while keeping the jammers effect on other nodes
fixed. Letτ0 denote the transmission probability of the node
N , and letq denote the jamming vector. ForT = 1, we
first establish thatqM ≤ qi, for all i < M . This part of the
proof is similar to that in Theorem 2. Suppose there exists an
optimal jammer for which there is ani such thatqi < qM .
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We can keep the jammer rate fixed by increasingqi and de-
creasingqM appropriately. It is easy to see thatτ0 is unaf-
fected by a change toqM ; on the other hand, it decreases
whenqi increases. SinceΓ is an increasing function ofτ0
for T = 1, we obtain that for an optimal jammer,qi ≥ qM
for all i < M .

The remainder of the proof is also by contradiction. Leti

be the largest index such thatqi > qi+1. By the above claim
and Theorem 1, we now have one of two cases:qi = q ∈

(0, 1) andqi+1 = 0, or qi = 1 andqi+1 = q ∈ (0, 1), for
someq.

We first consider the case whereqi = q ∈ (0, 1) and
qi+1 = 0. In this case, the expected number of timeslots that
nodeN is in backoff stagei or higher before returning to
backoff stage0 is

Wi + (Pc + (1− Pc)q)Wi+1

+Pc(Pc + (1 − Pc)q)Li+2, (24)

whereLi+2 is the expected number of timeslots thatN is
backoff stagei + 2 or higher before returning to backoff
stage0.

We now argue that ifq is sufficiently large then a differ-
ent jamming vectorq∗, given by(q0, q1, . . . , q∗, 1, qi+2, . . .)
achieves a lower throughput with a lesser jamming rate, for
a suitably chosenq∗. We divide the first case into two sub-
cases:q ≥ Pck/(1 + Pck) andq < Pck/(1 + Pck), where
k = Li+2/Wi+1.

We consider the first subcase. The expected number of
timeslots that nodeN is in backoff stagei or higher before
returning to backoff stage0, under theq∗-vector is

Wi + (Pc + (1 − Pc)q
∗)Wi+1

+(Pc + (1 − Pc)q
∗)Li+2, (25)

We setq∗ so that the two terms in Equations 24 and 29 are
equal.

q∗ =
qWi+1 − Pc(1− q)Li+2

Wi+1 + Li+2
(26)

Note that (26) is valid (i.e.,q∗ ≤ 1) since q is at least
Pck/(1 + Pck).

We now argue that the throughput under the jammerq is
at least as high as the throughput under the jammerq

∗. The
probability that we have a successful transmission once we
enter backoff stagei, under theq jamming vector, is

(1− Pc)(1 − q) + (Pc + (1 − Pc)q)(1 − Pc)

+Pc(Pc + (1 − Pc)q)P ≥ 1− Pc + PcP,

whereP is the probability that we have a successful trans-
mission conditioned on the event that we enter backoff stage
i+ 2. On the other hand, the probability that we have a suc-
cessful transmission once we enter backoff stagei, under
q
∗, is

(1− Pc)(1 − q∗) + (Pc + (1− Pc)q
∗)P ≤ 1− Pc + PcP.

To complete the analysis for this subcase, we need to show
that the jamming rate ofq∗ is at most that ofq. Let the
number of jamming pulses of the two vectors, conditioned
on the event thatN enters backoff stagei + 2, ber′. Then,
the number of jamming pulses of theq-vector, conditioned
on the event thatN enters backoff stagei, equals

m = (1− Pc)q + (Pc + (1− Pc)q) · Pc · r
′,

while the number of jamming pulses ofq∗, conditioned on
the event thatN enters backoff stagei, equals

m∗ = (1− Pc)q
∗ + (Pc + (1 − Pc)q

∗)(1 − Pc) +

(Pc + (1− Pc)q
∗) · r′

Elementary algebraic manipulation shows that we can estab-
lishm∗ ≤ m by showing the following inequality.

q∗ ≤
q − Pc + r′Pc(q − 1)

2− Pc + r′
(27)

We now compare Equations 26 and 27. We usek to denote
Li+2/Wi+1 for convenience. We note thatr′ ≤ k/4 since
qi+2 is zero by the choice ofi and the fact that the win-
dow sizes grow exponentially. SincePc ≥ 0 andk ≥ 2,
we obtain that2 − Pc + r′ ≤ 1 + k. Sincer′ ≤ k and
q ≤ 1, Equation 27 follows from Equation 26 ifq/(1+k) ≤

(q − Pc)/(2 − Pc + r′). Sinceq ≥ Pck/(1 + Pck) and
r′ ≤ k/4, we obtain that the desired inequality holds for
Pc ≤ 1/2.

We now consider the second subcase of the first case:
q < Pck/(1 + Pck). We now argue that a different jam-
ming vectorq∗, given by (q0, q1, . . . , qi−10, q

∗, qi+2, . . .)
will outperform the jammer given byq; that is, it will re-
duce the throughput without increasing the rate. Our analy-
sis approach will the same as above. That is, we setQ∗ such
that the expected number of timeslots that nodeN spends
in stagei and above before returning to stage0, is identical
under the two jamming vectors.

The expected numberL∗ of timeslots that nodeN is in
backoff stagei or higher before returning to backoff stage0,
under theq∗ is

Wi + PcWi+1 + Pc(Pc + (1− Pc)q
∗)Li+2

Equating the expressions in Equations 24 and 28, we obtain

q∗ = q
1 + Pck

Pck
,

which is a valid value forq∗ sinceq is upper bounded by
Pck/(1 + Pck).

Sinceq∗ > q, the throughput achieved under theq∗-
vector is at most that underq. It now remains to prove that
the jamming rate ofq∗ is at most that of theq. The number
of jamming pulses underq∗, conditioned on nodeN enter-
ing backoff stagei, is equal to

Pc(1− Pc)q
∗ + Pc(Pc + (1− Pc)q

∗)r′,
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which is true ifPc ≤ (k − r′ − 1)/k. The preceding in-
equality follows fromPc ≤ 1/2 by using the fact that either
k = 2 andr′ = 0 or k ≥ 2 + 4(1− Pc) andr′ ≤ k/4.

We finally consider the second caseqi = 1 andqi+1 =

q ∈ (0, 1), for someq. Our argument follows a similar ap-
proach as for the first case. We argue that the jamming vector
q
∗, given by(q0, q1, . . . , qi−1, q

∗, 1, qi+2, . . . , qM ), will re-
sult in no larger throughput using a smaller jamming rate.
We first setq∗ such that expected number of timeslots that
nodeN spends in backoff stagesi and greater, conditioned
on the event that it enters backoff stagei, is equal for the two
jamming vectors. This is obtained by settingq∗ such that

Wi +Wi+1 + (Pc + (1 − Pc)q)Li+2

= Wi + (Pc + (1− Pc)q
∗)(Wi+1 + Li+2).

This yields

q∗ =
1 + qk

1 + k
,

wherek is defined as before. We note that sinceq ≤ 1,
q∗ ≥ q. This immediately implies that the throughput under
q
∗ is no more than that underq.

We finally argue that the jamming rate ofq∗ is at most
that ofq. The expected number of jamming pulses transmit-
ted underq, conditioned on the event that nodeN enters
stagei is

(1− Pc) + (1− Pc)q + (Pc + (1− Pc)q) · r
′ (28)

while the expected number of jamming pulses transmitted
underq∗, conditioned on the event that nodeN enters stage
i is

(1− Pc)q
∗ + (Pc + (1− Pc)q

∗)(1 − Pc + r′) (29)

wherer′ is the expected number of jamming pulses under
either of the two vectors, conditioned on the event that node
N enters stagei + 2. The expression in Equation 29 is at
most that in Equation 28 if

q∗ ≤
1− Pc + q(1 + r′)

1− Pc + (1 + r′)
.

Sinceq∗ = (1+qk)/(1+k),Pc ≤ 1/2 and1+r′ ≤ k/2, the
above inequality holds, completing the proof of the second
case and, thus, the proof of the theorem.

4 Simulation Evaluation

In this section, we validate our theoretical analysis for mem-
oryless, reactive and omniscient jamming models by an ex-
tensive simulation study. We investigate and compare the
performance of these three jammers and an additional peri-
odic jammer in terms of their efficiency in reducing network
throughput under various network setup.

Setup: We run our experiments on the Qualnet 3.9.5 simu-
lator [21]. We set up a 1Mbps IEEE802.11 network that sat-
isfies the ideal channel and jamming conditions, and the sat-
uration scenario, discussed in Section 3. Towards this end,
we locaten sender-receiver pairs in a 300× 300m2 area
for varyingn, and set their transmission powers to 10dBm
so that they can hear one another. Each sender has an un-
bounded queue of packets. We run IEEE802.11 DCF in the
basic model with EIFS disabled.

We implement the memoryless and periodic jammers by
attaching an exponential and periodic traffic generator, re-
spectively to an independent node. We emulate the reactive
and omniscient jammers by dropping the packets according
to the jamming probability of the associated jammer. The
jamming vector (jamming probabilities at each stage) of the
omniscient jammer is set by solving the optimization prob-
lem (8) for given jamming rates using Maple Software. In
all of our simulation runs, the jammer is located next to the
receiver and the jamming pulse width is set to be 22µs. This
value is empirically chosen as it is found to be the smallest
pulse width sufficient enough to destroy the packet, if hit, at
the receiver side but without disturbing the sender.
Results:

1. We first take a look at the performance of memoryless
jammer for various packet sized network. Figure 3 shows
the throughput of a session with packet sizes varying
from 100 bytes to 1500 bytes under three different jam-
ming rates. As we can see the graph, simulation results
match the theoretical results pretty well. The figure also
indicates that there exists a performance trade-off be-
tween packet size and throughput for a given jamming
rate. Large packet sizes incur less overhead and yield
higher throughput in the absence of jamming. However,
larger packets are more susceptible to jamming when the
jamming rate is high, and thus smaller packet sizes yield
higher throughput in the presence of jamming. .

2. Second, we look at the analysis of memoryless jamming
with respect to varying network size. Figure 4 compares
simulation results with the theory for network sizes of
1 to 50 nodes under five different jamming rates. Simi-
larly, we look at the performance comparison of reactive
and omniscient jamming in Figures 5 and 6 for varying
network sizes and different jamming rates. All of these
graphs show nice match between simulation graphs and
analytical (theory) graphs.

3. Finally, we compare the effectiveness of different jam-
ming models. Figures 7 and 8 show the performance
comparison of the four jammers for two extreme net-
work sizes,1 session and50 session network respec-
tively, exchanging500 byte packets. The group of curves
which has a higher throughput under no jamming corre-
sponds to the single session case, and the other group
corresponds to the50 sessions case. It is easy to see that
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Fig. 3 Throughput of one IEEE 802.11 session
under memoryless jamming with different jam-
ming rates.
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Fig. 4 Throughput of multiple IEEE802.11
sessions under memoryless jamming with dif-
ferent jamming rates.
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Fig. 5 Throughput of multiple IEEE802.11
sessions under reactive jamming with different
jamming rates.
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Fig. 6 Throughput of multiple sessions under
omniscient jamming with different rates.
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Fig. 7 Comparison of the four jammers.
Packet size 500 bytes, 1 802.11 session.
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Fig. 8 Comparison of the four jammers.
Packet size is 500 bytes, 50 sessions.
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Fig. 9 Jammer efficiency comparison of omni-
scient, reactive, and periodic jammers. The net-
work size is 1 and the packet size is 500 bytes.
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Fig. 10 Jammer efficiency comparison of om-
niscient, reactive, and periodic jammers. The
network size is 50 and packet size 500 bytes.
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for a given jamming rate, IEEE802.11 achieves the least
throughput under omniscient jamming, followed by the
reactive jamming, then periodic jamming with memory-
less jamming being least effective. As a general trend,
the gap between these jammer performance decreases
with an increasing network size. Nevertheless, we ob-
serve a difference among them, if we analyze the data
carefully. Figures 9 and 10 shows the plot for reduction
in the network throughput as a function of jamming rates
for periodic, reactive, and omniscient jammers. For a
large fraction of the jamming rates, the omniscient jam-
mer reduces the throughput by 20-30% more than a re-
active jammer and 20-50% more than a periodic jammer.

5 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we first discuss the details of our novel testbed
designed to implement and evaluate the jamming attacks de-
scribed in Section 2. We provide the hardware and software
components, their specification, testbed setup, and the de-
tails of the channel-aware jammer implementation. Then,
we present the experimentation methodology and performance
metrics along with the performance evaluation of the attacks
carried out against IEEE802.11 communication using real
world experiments.
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5.1 Implementation

5.1.1 Testbed Topology

Our testbed consists of two communication nodes: a sender
and a receiver, and the jammer. The sender constantly sends
UDP traffic to the receiver to saturate the network. The jam-
mer, if channel-aware, senses the channel for packets and si-
multaneously decides to jam or not to jam the packet based
on the destination address and the jamming probability as-
sociated with the jammer. If the jammer is channel-oblivious
then it simply jams the channel without sensing using a prob-
ability distribution associated with it. Note that for the for-
mer scenario of jamming, the jammer must jam the packet
before the transmission is over. In fact, we assume that once
a jammer transmission overlaps the sender message, the mes-
sage is completely destroyed. This allows our analysis to fo-
cus on the performance of IEEE802.11 MAC layer in the
presence of jamming.

Figure 1 depicts such kind of a jammer under our model.

5.1.2 Basic Hardware and Software Components

The hardware components of our testbed include two PCs:
(A) a sender node, (B) a receiver node, (C) jammer host2,
(D) the jammer radio along with the RF-cables and (E) split-
ters/combiners. We chose to use the RF-cabled setup for our
experiments because of the following two reasons:

1. To isolate our testbed from the laboratory network.
2. To achieve reproducible results.

Both of these points would be hard to achieve in an open
medium. Note that operating the nodes with antennas in an
open medium will only make the jamming more effective
because of additional collisions/losses due to the propaga-
tion environment and external traffic. In this work, our focus
is to evaluate the performance of IEEE802.11 in the pres-
ence of jamming. Therefore, the use of RF-cables setup in
our experimentation is validated, as it only isolates the ex-
perimentation tested and does not take away from the perfor-
mance of the implemented jamming attacks. Furthermore,
this type of setup is typical for evaluating wireless channel
communication systems for reproducible results using chan-
nel emulator [4].

The software components of our testbed include soft-
ware defined radio (SDR) for signal processing, a traffic
generator, a sniffer tool, and the open source wireless card
driver that allows for easy reconfiguration of MAC and PHY
layer parameters.
Testbed Hardware Specification:We run our experiments
on two sets of testbed, one equipped with a USRP board as

2 In our testbed, USRP host is one of the communicating nodes. This
is not necessary, just for the convenience purposes.

the jammer radio, and another with a USRP2 board [8]. Fig-
ure 12(a) shows the USRP setup, and Figure 12(b) depicts
the USRP2 setup. Using USRP or USRP2 only makes a dif-
ference when we are implementing channel-aware jammers.
USRP is limited by the bandwidth of USB (32 MegaBytes
per Second) and response time (reaction time in Figure 1(b)),
which prevents the jammer from reacting to the sensing of
the messages in the channel within2 milliseconds. USRP2,
on the other hand, uses Gigabit Ethernet to talk to the host
and thus is not limited by USB transfer rate. As a result,
we observe that the jammer’s response time using USRP2 is
only a few hundred microseconds (< 500µs).

Figure 12(a) employs two transceiver daughter boards
connected to a USRP motherboard as its sensing and jam-
ming counterparts respectively, and Figure 12(b) employs
two individual USRP2s controlled by the same host for sens-
ing and jamming3. We picked D-Link WDA-1320 PCI ex-
press wireless cards for our sender and receiver wireless ra-
dios. They run on Atheros AR5212 chipsets that works with
the open source Madwifi driver [3].

Component Version/Model
Host CPUs Intel Core2 6300
Jammer Radio USRP and USRP2
Jammer Radio Daughter boards RFX-2400
Sender and Receiver Wireless CardsD-Link WDA-1320 PCI express
Splitter/Combiner HyperLink SC2402
RF-Cables L-com RG174 RF-Coaxial Cable

Table 1 Experimental Testbed Hardware Specifications.

Testbed Software Specification:We use GNURadio [7] as
the Software Defined Radio (SDR) that supports both USRP
and USRP2 jammer radios. Iperf is used as the traffic gener-
ator and Wireshark as the sniffer/analyzer tool in our testbed.
We use Madwifi driver for the wireless cards, which are
very flexible in allowing for easy reconfiguation of MAC
and PHY layer parameter settings.

Component Version/Model
Host OS Ubuntu v9.10
Sender Traffic Generator Iperf v2.0.4
Receiver Sniffer/Analyzer Wireshark v1.2.7
Jammer SDR GNURadio v3.3.0
Sender and Receiver Wireless DriverMadwifi v0.9.4

Table 2 Experimental Testbed Software Specifications.

5.1.3 Types of Jammers

For our experimental evaluation, we consider the following
four kinds of jammers:

3 One USRP2 only supports one daughter board.
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(b) USRP2-based Testbed

Fig. 12 Experimentation Testbed: (A) Sender, (B) Receiver, (C) Host for USRP(2)s, (D) USRP(2)s + Splitters + RF-cables, (E) Analyzer.

– Continuous Jammer:This jammer produces a continu-
ous signal at a specified power level. We use this kind of
jammer to introduce channel noise into our testbed.

– Periodic Jammer:This jammer produces a periodic pulse
of fixed size enough to destroy a packet if hit. The idle
interval is the input to this kind of jammer and is based
on the jammer budget as well as the desired network
throughput.

– Memoryless Jammer:This jammer is similar to the pe-
riodic jammer, except the length of the period is decided
using a memoryless distribution, the mean of which is
the input parameter.

– Reactive Jammer:This jammer is channel aware and
jams reactively using the information it decodes from the
IEEE802.11 PLCP header. This jammer can be memo-
ryless or stateful. In the following, we discuss the imple-
mentation of reactive jammer in more detail.

We do not evaluate omniscient jammer’s performance ex-
perimentally in our testbed. This is because it is relatively
hard to implement such a jammer in a real world scenario.

5.1.4 Implementation of the Reactive Jammer

The reactive jammer has two counterparts as shown in Fig-
ure 1. The main goal of this jammer is to be able to sniff all
the packets in the medium (carried out byC1 counterpart),
and jam the packets destined for the receiver node of interest
based on some probability distribution (carried out by theC2

counterpart). Ideally, a network has multiple sender/receiver
links and thereforeC2 has to be able to identify the packets
destined for the node of interest by looking into the des-
tination MAC address field. This often requires a fast re-
sponse/reaction time (time-gap betweenC1 andC2 in Fig-
ure 1). However, our testbed consistings of USRP software
defined radio board has the response/reaction time in the or-
der of milliseconds. Hence, we focus on a single sender/receiver

link for our experimental evaluation in this paper and leave
the multiple sender/receiver link scenarios for future work,
which would require a faster and better radio board.

Therefore, in our current testbed, the sniffer only has to
sniff the packets in the channel to figure out the data rate be-
ing used for packet transmissions, which requires decoding
only the PLCP IEEE802.11 header sent at the robust rate of
1.0Mbps (we disable short preambles), and make jamming
decisions to focus on a fixed data rate link of interest. The
same hardware limitation of our testbed keeps the jammer
from jamming high data rate packets. However, this issue
can be resolved without requiring a faster radio board. If
we can reduce the bandwidth of IEEE802.11 communica-
tion from 20MHz to 5MHz, then it allows jammer to jam
higher data rate packets because the bandwidth reduction by
a factor of four implies the transmission time of the packet
being four time longer than the normal.

In our setup, We use open source Madwifi for our exper-
imentation node’s wireless driver which conveniently allows
for the narrow band modification.

5.2 Evaluation

In this section, we present the performance of different types
of jamming against IEEE802.11 communication. We will
first describe the experimentation methodology and the met-
rics used to evaluate the performance. Then, we will present
our experimentation results.
Experimentation Setup: We run our experiments in a RF-
cabled setup as described above and depicted in Figure 12.
This allowed us to isolate our testbed from the surround-
ing interference, hence, we were able to achieve results that
show very little variance. An experiment run with a fixed set
of parameters is defined by the sender continuously sending
Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic for50 second period. We
rerun the same experiment10 times each to eliminate the
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margin of error, which is already very small for us. We con-
sider a single link scenario with a fixed 1Mbps data com-
munication. We leave the higher data rate experiments for
future work.

We would like to note that studying the effect of data
rate on an IEEE802.11 network throughput in the presence
of jamming would be an interesting topic. However, given
that the data rate depends on various factors including cod-
ing, modulation, investigating its effect would be a complex
problem in itself. Therefore, in this paper, we only focus
on understanding the behavior of IEEE802.11 MAC layer.
In [22], we have done some preliminary investigation into
the topic. We plan to complete the work in the near future.
Parameters: The set of parameters used for experimental
evaluation is provided below in Table 5.2.

Parameter Setting
Packet Size 100-1500 bytes
CBR Rate 1Mbps
Jamming Pulse Width 22µs
Jamming Rate 0.0018 − 0.011

Frequency 2.462 GHz (Channel 11)
Traffic Type UDP
Traffic Bandwidth 1Mb
Noise Power -20 dBm

Table 3 Experimentation Parameter Setting.

Performance Metrics: The performance of IEEE802.11
against jamming is measured in terms of the normalized
throughput, and the performance of different types of jam-
mers is measured in terms of the throughput reduction at-
tained under a given jamming rate. We obtain various jam-
ming rates for evaluation by varying the idle time interval
between two consecutive jammer pulses of fixed width. There-
fore, the jamming cost of the jammers can be measured in
terms of energy cost or simply the number of jamming pulses
sent over a time period.

Note that we assume the ideal jamming conditions for
our analysis, i.e., a jamming signal destroys an IEEE802.11
packet completely when their transmissions overlap. We em-
pirically find 22µs to be the appropriate width of the jam-
ming pulse that destroys a1500 Byte packet sent at1Mbps

when hit in our testbed. This size is by no means the opti-
mal value. Since, the main objective of our work is to an-
alyze MAC layer performance of an IEEE802.11 network,
we do not engage in optimizing the jamming pulse width in
this work. [14] investigates optimal jamming parameters in
terms of power efficiency and number of bits to jam.
Evaluation Results:

1. Memoryless Jammer: Figure 11 shows the performance
of a memoryless jammer against an IEEE802.11 session
with different packet sizes under various jamming rates.
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ferent packet sizes under periodic jammer
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Fig. 14 Experimental and theoretical
throughput for different packet sizes under
memoryless jammer.

Figure 14 shows that the experimental results are close
to the theoretical values and thus validates our analysis.

2. Periodic Jammer: Figure 13 shows the performance of
a periodic jammer against an IEEE802.11 session with
different packet sizes. As we can see, for each jamming
rate, there exists a data packet size,x that breaks the
trend of the line curve and throughput jumps up before
coming back down. This is because when the length of
the interval for the periodic jammer becomes close to
that of the length of the transmission time (along with
the overhead) for the packet with a specific size,x, a
jamming pulse misses a packet with high probability.
Once it misses, given its the periodic nature, the peri-
odic pulses may miss rest of the packets from that point
on with a high probability as well. Therefore, we see the
throughput jump. Figure 15 shows that the experimen-
tal results are close to the simulation results for periodic
jammer when run under the same setup.

3. Reactive: Figure 16 shows the performance of reactive
jammer with different jamming rates against an IEEE-
802.11 session. We observe that there is not much dif-
ference in terms of the different packet sizes network
when evaluating the reactive jammer performance. This
is mainly because at a fixed rate, the larger packets are
more vulnerable to reactive jamming than smaller pack-
ets. However, the good-put is much higher with larger
packets being sent than the smaller ones (due to the over-
head) with no jamming present. Thus, under reactive
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jamming, the throughput loss almost over the range of
varying packet sizes.

4. Jamming cost comparison: Figure 17 shows that to achieve
the same throughput reduction, reactive jammer can spend
orders of magnitude less energy (less number of jam-
ming pulses) compared to periodic and memoryless. This
validates our analysis and simulation results.

6 Discussion and Conclusion

The IEEE802.11 MAC protocol is widely used with sup-
port for many physical layers. Given the recent availability
of many SDR and sensor networking platforms that make
smart jamming relatively easy to build, it is important to un-
derstand the limits of IEEE802.11 in the presence of jam-
mers. We have analyzed the saturation throughput perfor-
mance of IEEE802.11 MAC against several jammers and
studied the impact of the jamming rate, packet size, and net-
work size, using mathematical analysis, simulations, as well

as a prototype implementation. We note that while we focus
our attention on saturation throughput, our results on reac-
tive and omniscient jammers qualitatively extend to unsatu-
rated scenarios; indeed, the effectiveness of these jammers
only increases if communication occurs in infrequent bursts.

The four jammers we study are about four orders of mag-
nitude more efficient than a continuous jammer. Among these,
the memoryless jammer is the least efficient when compared
to the other three jammers. A periodic jammer is easy to im-
plement and is fairly damaging when the network is satu-
rated. It is significantly less effective than the reactive and
omniscient jammers for small packet sizes, low number of
active sessions, or unsaturated networks. Reactive jammers
can dramatically reduce the throughput of IEEE802.11 with
only a limited energy cost on the adversary side. Finally, an
optimal omniscient jammer is 20-30% more effective than
a reactive jammer in reducing throughput; it is especially
efficient against networks with a small number of active ses-
sions (as would be typical in practice). Our theoretical anal-
ysis has identified (though not completely resolved) the key
characteristics of an optimal jammer. Our numerical calcu-
lations and simulation suggest a natural conjecture on the
structure of the jammer, which we confirmed in special cases.

It would be interesting to completely characterize an op-
timal jammer for various 802.11 protocol parameters. This
would help greatly in the design of anti-jamming techniques.
We plan to implement variants of smart jammers using the
GNU Radio and USRP family testbed. The new USRP100
platform with embedded processing capabilities will allow
a jammer to sense the channel, keep track of retransmis-
sions, and react quickly to transmissions. Partially control-
lable sensor motes also has the potential to become a low
cost small form threat to the IEEE802.11 communication
since they are capable of sensing and transmitting in the
WiFi band [9]. And, also USRP2 would allow for jamming
of higher data rate packets and evaluation of multiple sender/receiver
link scenarios. Finally, we would like to investigate if we
can learn the state of communicating nodes from an ongoing
communication using improved techniques and better hard-
ware/software platform.
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